The dog on the road

The small pup, so small it is still shaped vaguely like an embryo and seems to be boneless, pushes its soft snout against your ankle as you cross the road. It makes a pleading sound. You know it is asking for its life. You find a tap and turn it on and hope the dog will drink from it. It doesn’t. It chases your ankles, whining, calling, bleating, begging, asking for its life. You shout at it and it shows no understanding of your tone of voice, your intention, your distress, your approaching accusation. It moves along behind you, then it drifts away to another pair of ankles passing on the dusty road. This will not be enough, but there is nothing else to do. It is as if you are stuck in a dream with a dreamed dog that will never actually die but will always be dying up against your hard ankles. Your distant heart pacing away. You imagine picking up the pup and carrying it home and making a home with it, but you have no home. You are leaving this place very soon. The dog must be forgotten as quickly as possible. Inside you is a world where lives come and go like days, like wrappers, like novels, like meals, like buses, like birds, like seasons, like you. What is love without indifference, you say to yourself.
Talk

When the dogs began to talk among themselves we thought (of course) that they were talking about us. In fact we were convinced that they were planning something against us: some form of revenge for imagined grievances, we thought. They will be vindictive and unreasonable, we thought. They snarl a lot, especially when we go near them trying to hear what they mutter to each other. We don’t understand anything they say anyway because suddenly they have their own language with its own nouns and verbs and modifiers and pronouns and idioms and proverbs and all the rest of the cloudy forms and colloquial usages that make up a language. How did that happen? Someone said that the trees have been talking to each other for hundreds of years, so this dog talk is no surprise. It was a surprise to me. Now, when we talk among ourselves I notice that the dogs look at us with suspicion and anger. It is as if we have suddenly learned to bark.